
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF EVOLUTION IN DRIFTWORMS

Instructions and Suggested Exercises

This computer program simulates evolution in a haploid organism called
driftworms by your instructor, who discovered the organisms lurking in his
Mac.  (Any resemblance to the platyhelminth Planaria is purely coincidental.)
Amazingly enough, driftworms have a single gene with only 10 base pairs.
Moreover, the base sequence of this gene determines the pattern on the worm's
back, so you can read the sequence without killing the organism.  The organism
is thus haploid, like bacteria and many protozoa and algae.  The model is also
applicable to mitochondrial and chloroplast genes in many organisms; although
these organelle genomes are not haploid, they can be treated as if they were for
some purposes.

The organism is asexual, in the sense that genes are inherited uniparentally and
without recombination.  Many protozoa and algae and some animals and plants
are asexual; organelle genomes are often asexual; and sex in bacteria is rare.

The organism has discrete or nonoverlapping generations, producing a variable
number of offspring simultaneously and then dying.  Biological equivalents
would be annual plants, very short-lived insects, or single-celled protists.  This
simplifies both mathematical or simulation studies.  However, it turns out that
the model is very "robust" in mathematical jargon, meaning that it is not very
sensitive to violations of the assumption.  Overlapping generations are closely
approximated by non-overlapping generations.  Our model also assumes a
constant population size N, which is satisfactory for some organisms but not
others.

The simulation program works like this.  N is the population size, which is
constant.  The worms are numbered 1 through N.  In each generation, the
computer draws N random digits, from 1 through N, which determine how
many offspring each individual will leave in the next generation.  This simulates
random drift.

To simulate mutation, a mutation rate (µ) is specified at the beginning of the
simulation, which is the probability that a site in the new generation has a new
base, i.e. is mutant.  The computer generate a Poisson-distributed random array
of integers 0, 1, ... .  The computer looks at the next number in the array, which
determines the number of sites (k) in the population that will have a mutation.
Then the computer looks at a random array of integers 1 through 50 to
determine which site of the N X 10 sites in the population will have a mutation.
This is repeated k times.  Finally, the computer determines what base will appear
at the site by taking it from a random base sequence.

Incorporating selection is more complex.  The mutations are assigned selection
coefficients (usually called s, but called ω in the heading of a simulation).   We will
use simple cases where all mutations are advantageous (0 > s ≥ 1), or all are
detrimental (-1 ≥ s > 0), or all are neutral (no selection).  The absolute fitness of



each individual is determined in an additive model by counting the number of
mutations, multiplying that number by s and adding the result to 1 (which is the
fitness of individuals with no mutations).  The relative fitness of each individual is
determined by taking its absolute fitness and dividing it by the absolute fitness of
the individual with the greatest absolute fitness.  Next, N individuals are selected
to transmit their genes to the next generation, as follows.  The next integer in a
series of random integers 1-N selects an individual.  The relative fitness of that
individual is compared to a random number 0-1; if the relative fitness is greater
than the random number, the individual produces one offspring.  This process is
repeated until N offspring are produced.

Manual Simulation of Drift

I find that it is useful and instructive to do a simulation of drift in front of the
class, using a transparency and a random number generator.  The transparency
has as many generations of drift worms as you wish; you can copy the following
array and replicate it in a graphics program to make more generations or a
larger population size.  Each worm in the starting generation is considered to
have a different allele of a gene.

The random number generator can be a 5-sided or 10-sided die (for N = 5 or 10),
or a list of random numbers.  In generation 1, choose N random numbers
between 1 and N, which represent offspring in generation 2 left by each
individual in generation 1.  For example, if N = 5 and the random numbers are 1,
5, 4, 5, 2, draw lines as shown below.  Then number the worms in the next
generation to indicate which allele they have.



Continue this until the population becomes uniform, i.e. one allele is fixed.

You can easily add mutation to this by generating a random number for each
worm in each generation to decide if it is mutant or not; if it is, number the
worm with the next highest unused number.  This is an infinite alleles model, in
which every mutation produces a new allele.

If you don't have computers for the class, print lots of sheets of driftworms and
hand them out, along with random number generators.  Let the students do
exercises individually and then, in the classroom, pool their data to generate
good means and frequency distributions of measured parameters such as
expected heterozygosity and times to fixation and loss.

Random Drift Simulation on the Web

Go to the web site
http://www.biology.arizona.edu/evolution/act/drift/drift.html. Click on Begin
Activity to read the text first. Thereafter, just click on choice #5 to run the
program immediately. This simulation only does random drift, no mutation or
selection.

Downloading the Complete Mac Program

If you receive the email message with the program as an attached file, drag the
icon from the message onto the desktop and double-click on it to run the
program. If this fails, tell your internet browser to go to
http://eebweb.arizona.edu/temp/evolsim.hqx. This will cause the simulation to
be downloaded onto your computer. If you use Netscape it will appear on your
desktop as evolsim.hqx. Double-click on it; the program should unstuff itself and
create the Evolsim file. If you use Internet Explorer it will unstuff it automatically.

Running the Mac Program

1. This simulation runs only on Macs running OS 9 and earlier; OSX does not
work. Set the color control of your computer monitor to show only 256
Colors. The program will work with the monitor showing more colors but
will be clunky due to memory problems. (My computer has the choices 256



Grays, 256 Colors, Thousands of Colors, or Millions of Colors. If yours is
different, experiment to see if you can find a color setting that works. If not,
use grays only.)

2. Launch the program called Evolution Simulation.  Enter any number when it
asks for your ID number.

3. Click on Instructions and read them.  Then click on Continue to return to the
Main Menu.

4. Click on New to start a simulation.

5. Choose the Settings.  Click the appropriate box to run simulations with Drift
only, Drift plus Mutation, or Drift plus Mutation plus Selection.  Enter a seed
number.  The seed number is used by the computer to generate random
numbers.  If you use the same seed and other settings, you will always get
the same evolutionary process.  If you change the seed but not the settings,
you will get an evolutionary sequence that differs in some feature(s) by
chance.  Check the box if you want all the worms to be identical in the first
generation; otherwise they will all have different base sequences.  Indicate
how many generations you want to run the simulation, and the population
size.  The simulation is slow so don't choose more than 20 generations and
five worms unless you have to, or you are willing to spend a lot of time
reading while the computer is running the simulation.  (Some elementary
theory can be used to estimate the number of generations you will need.)

NOTE: This screen says that the selection coefficient can range 0 to 1, but in fact it
can range -1 to 1.

6. Click on OK to run the simulation.  The computer will take a few minutes to
do the simulation.  Then you will see the first five generations of worms.  The
sliding button below the worms shows the number of the first generation in
the window.  Slide it to the  right until it shows the number 6, to see the next
generation. In each generation, worms are connected to their parents in the
preceding generation by lines.  Worms that fail to reproduce at all are pale.  If
you click on a worm, it and all its ancestors will be shaded in yellow.

NOTE: if you start a simulation that is taking too long to run, you can interrupt it
by clicking on the New button.  Or you can click on the Quit button which quits
the whole program; to continue you will have to launch the program again.

A Few Suggested Exercises

Simulating Random Drift Only

1. Start with the default settings, which are Drift only, population size N = 5,
mutation rate µ = 0, selection coefficient s = 0, time T = 10 generations, seed = 1,
and all worms different.  Note that initially all worms have different base



sequences.  In the fifth generation, worms 1, 2, and 3 are alike, while worms 4
and 5 have a different sequence.

2. Click on worm 1.  It and all of its ancestors will be shaded (in yellow if you use
color).  Click on worm 2 and 3.  You will see that their most recent common
ancestor, or coalescent, is worm 3 in generation 2.  Their common ancestor in
generation 1 is worm 4.  Click on worms 4 and 5; note that they have a
coalescent.in generation 3.

3. Slide the button all the way to the right, where it will show the number 6.
Generations 6-10 will appear in the screen.  Here you can show that all the
worms in generation 10 have worm 3 in generation 6 as their coalescent.  But in
fact all the worms in generation 9 have this same coalescent.  Sliding the button
back to see generations 1-5, you can see that worm 4 in generation 1 is the one
whose gene was fixed in the population in generation 9.

4. Repeat the simulation with seed 2.  Notice that the sequence of events is
different, and the gene in worm 3 is fixed in generation 10.

5. Follow this procedure a total of 5 times, each time with a different seed.  If you
don't get fixation in 10 generations, repeat the simulation with the same seed but
with T = 20 generations.  For each simulation, record the time to fixation, and
then calculate the mean time to fixation for the 5 simulations.

6. Next do 5 simulations with N = 10.  (This will take a while, so bring something
to read!)  You will need to run most of these simulations for 20 generations, or
sometimes more.  Make sure you use different seeds for each run and each set of
parameters.  For each simulation, record the time to fixation, and then calculate
the mean time to fixation for the 5 simulations.

Compare the mean times to fixation for N = 5 and 10.

Simulating drift plus mutation

Using N = 5, run a simulation starting with all worms identical, and with
mutation rate µ = 0.03 mutations per bp per worm.  This is unrealistically high,
but necessary to counteract the very strong effects of random drift when N is
small.  It is also necessary to prevent the user of the machine (you) from being
bored to extinction while watching an unchanging population for endless
generations.  Run the simulation for 40 generations.

To look at gene diversity, count the number of alleles in each generation 1-10,
and calculate the mean number of alleles for these generations.  Then do the
same for generations 31-40.  Theory predicts that a population will go to
equilibrium for neutral alleles in 2N generations, so this will give you an estimate
of the equilibrium number.  Compare your estimate of the equilibrium number
to the starting number and to the mean for the first 10 generations. Do you
expect good agreement?



To look at evolution, write the starting base sequence and the base sequence that
is fixed or most common after 40 generations.  Calculate d = sequence difference
= # sites different/# sites total (# sites total is 10).

Simulating selection (and drift, which always happens)

(1) Do simulations with N = 5, µ = 0.03, starting with identical worms and
running 40 generations, with advantageous and detrimental mutation, using
selection coefficients:
(a) ω = 0.8
(b) ω = – 0.8
In each case, calculate the mean number of alleles for the last 10 generations.
Also write the starting base sequence and the base sequence that is fixed or most
common after 40 generations.  Calculate d, K, and E.  Compare all your results
for advantageous and detrimental mutations to each other and to those for
neutral alleles from the preceding section.


